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Abstract
Regarding codified and rigid constitutions, constitutional amendment powers (CAP) have great
importance: with the requirement of aggravated legal procedures, they can produce transformative
constitutional changes without revolutionary means. On the other hand, constituent power –
defined as a «revolutionary» power to establish a new constitutional order – has been regarded as
a «boundary» concept because it has both a political and a legal dimension. This field is a rich
vein for philosophical inquiry, given that the study of CAP and constituent power can raise a lot
of interesting questions from a theoretical perspective. Among other issues, we will discuss the
following topics:
-

The «nature» itself of constituent power and CAP, i.e., the properties from which each
concept is built, and the conceptual «boundaries» between them;

-

The relation between constituent power and CAP. Is it possible to conceive the CAP as a
form of «derived» or «delegated» constituent power? Does the constituent power provide
a justificatory basis for the exercise of the CAP? Or are they completely independent?

-

The «paradox» of constituent power. It is supposed that constituent power precedes all
institutionalized forms, but it is also clear that its effective expression requires
procedures, institutions, and representation. We will discuss the complexity of this puzzle
in political scenarios where there are multiple and often overlapping groups with a
potential claim to constituent power;

-

Features and problems of the doctrines about the material limits on constitutional
amendments. What is the material «identity» of the constitution? What does the «Basic
structure doctrine» mean? What are the methodological problems in the «substitution of
the Constitution» doctrine test? Can there be «unconstitutional constitutional»
amendments? What are its foundations?
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